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A new interconnection network for massively parallel computing is introduced. This network is called
a hierarchal optical ring interconnection ~HORN!. The HORN consists of a single-hop, scalable,
constant-degree, strictly nonblocking, fault-tolerant interconnection topology that uses wavelength-
division multiple access to provide better utilization of the terahertz bandwidth offered by optics. The
proposed optical network integrates the attractive features of hierarchical ring interconnections, e.g., a
simple node interface, a constant node degree, better support for the locality of reference, and fault
tolerance, with the advantages of optics. The HORN topology is presented, its architectural properties
are analyzed, and an optical design methodology for it is described. Furthermore, a brief feasibility
study of the HORN is conducted. The study shows that the topology is highly amenable to optical
implementation with commercially available optical elements. © 1997 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Parallel-processing systems are a proposed solution
to the increasing demands for processing power and
computation speeds. These systems can consist of
thousands of processing elements ~PE’s! intercon-
nected by means of an interconnection network, such
as in massively parallel processing. Because of the
large number of PE’s contained in these systems, the
interconnection network usually determines perfor-
mance and cost. Such a network must have low
interconnection complexity ~such as a low node de-
gree, thus a low cost and ease of implementation!, a
relatively small diameter for such a large number of
PE’s, a high degree of scalability and expandability,
and most importantly, efficient support for both local
and remote communications. Recent studies1,2 have
shown that efficient implementation of local commu-
nications ~spatial locality! is a fundamental require-
ment for interconnection networks because PE’s
engage in data transfers more frequently with nearby
neighbors than with more distant PE’s.
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It is proving to be very difficult for flat interconnec-
tion networks to satisfy the above requirements, es-
pecially scalability to a large number of PE’s, while
still maintaining a small diameter and low cost. Re-
cently there has been strong interest in hierarchical
interconnection networks3,4 that can provide a high
degree of scalability while still maintaining a low
network latency. The rationale behind hierarchical
networks is based on the locality of reference found in
the communication profiles of many parallel-
processing applications. Therefore, it is desirable to
have cluster-based interconnection networks, in
which a cluster comprises a relatively small number
of PE’s. The intracluster level should efficiently sup-
port local communication, whereas global communi-
cation will take place at the intercluster level.
An additional advantage of hierarchical networks

is modularity, but as the number of PE’s increases
and the performance of each PE increases the de-
mand for higher communication bandwidths and
higher interconnect densities also increases. There
are, however, some serious technical challenges to
making these systems a reality.
A possible solution to the realization of intercon-

nection networks for large parallel processors and
massively parallel processors is the use of optical
technology.1,5–11 Optics provides many features
such as parallelism, large bandwidth, low power re-
quirements, reduced cross talk, and better isolation



than semiconductor electronics can provide. For ex-
ploiting the terahertz bandwidth of optics for large
parallel processors, wavelength-division multiple ac-
cess ~WDMA! techniques that enable multiple multi-
access channels to be realized on a single physical
channel can be used.
In a WDMA network, the optical spectrum is di-

vided into many different logical channels, each chan-
nel corresponding to a different wavelength. These
channels can be carried simultaneously on a small
number of physical channels, e.g., optical fibers. Ad-
ditionally, each network node is typically equipped
with a small number of transmitters and receivers
~transceivers!, some of these being dynamically tun-
able to different wavelengths. For a single-hop
packet transmission to occur, one of the transmitters
of the sending node and one of the receivers of the
destination node must be tuned to the same wave-
length for the duration of the packets’ transmission.
Several WDMA-based network architectures have

been introduced in the literature recently.12–17 This
list is by no means complete but it gives us a broad
outlook on types of WDMA networks. Some of these
architectures are not size scalable to large num-
bers,12,13,16 whereas other architectures are multi-
hop,13,14 in which a packet may not remain
completely in the optical domain between source and
destination. This vascillation incurs a major delay
at each intermediate node as a result of optical–
electrical conversions and processing of the packet for
routing and retransmission. Some of these net-
works14,15 require tunable transmitters and receivers
at each PE, which is very costly at this time. Other
networks15–17 suffer from splitting losses incurred
from star couplers. Finally, no distinction is made
between local and remote communications in any of
these networks, which has significant performance
implications.
The above considerations have led us to look into

optical hierarchical networks to circumvent the dis-
advantages of the current WDMA-based networks
referred to above. To this end we present a novel
interconnection topology known as the hierarchical
optical ring interconnection ~HORN!. The HORN is
based on a ring-of-buses hierarchical paradigm and
consists of a single-hop, scalable, nonblocking topol-
ogy. The cost savings are accomplished through the
low node degree, while maintaining scalability and
achieving excellent performance through the use of
WDMA and single-hop techniques. Packets are sent
from the source node on a distinct wavelength and
arrive at the destination node with the same wave-
length. No wavelength reconfiguration is required
for changes in traffic. A distinction is made between
local and remote communications in that both are
implemented independently of one another.
Through wavelength reuse we are able to implement
both local and remote communications efficiently.
PE’s consist of a single, ~slow! tunable transmitter
and a small set of nontunable receivers; consequently
tunability is not required at both ends. A connection
between any two nodes does not require PE’s to for-
ward packets, and no optical-to-electrical ~O–E! or
electrical-to-optical ~E–O! converters are required
during routing, hence a single-hop architecture. Fi-
nally, fault tolerance is enforced through the use of
dual rings.

2. Topology of the Hierarchical Optical Ring
Interconnection

In this section we define the structure of the HORN,
including the wavelength assignment used, message
routing, diameter, link complexity, and fault toler-
ance. An example of a multiple-access protocol is
also given.

A. Definition of the Hierarchical Optical Ring
Interconnection

It has been shown that a PE engages in data transfer
more frequently with nearby neighbors ~local commu-
nication! than with more distant nodes ~remote com-
munications!.2,18 Therefore, the interconnection
topology must be designed so that it can efficiently
support local data transfers ~spatial locality!. This
emphasis has led us to consider a hierarchical inter-
connection network topology in which the lower-level
network supports local communications very effi-
ciently. We have chosen the snowflake topology19
because it is well suited for this type of communica-
tion.
The HORN is an optical interconnect approach

that achieves the architectural objectives of snow-
flakes while also providing significant performance
improvements in elements such as unity diameter,
fault tolerance, nonblocking capability, and scalabil-
ity through the use of WDMA and wavelength reuse.
The dual rings of the HORN are used strictly for
routing and for fault tolerance. WDMA is used to
achieve multiple logical channels without requiring
multiple physical links.
Figure 1 shows a diagram of a three-level HORN in

which all PE’s are located in the first hierarchical
level H~1!. The PE’s in Fig. 1 are identified by the
black-filled circles, and the switching nodes are iden-
tified by the gray-filled circles. Switching nodes are
located at H~i!, where 2 # i # 3, and are used for
routing purposes. The notation HORN~i! is used to
characterize the HORN, where i represents the num-
ber of hierarchies. Figure 1 shows a diagram of a
HORN ~3!; all groups are labeled by use of H~n, g!
notation, such that H~n, g! identifies individual
groups of the HORN, where n refers to the hierarchy
and g refers to a group at hierarchy n. The dual
rings of the HORN can be seen in Fig. 1.
Two types of communication are possible with a

HORN: local and remote. In both cases a packet
undergoes O–E conversion only at the source and
destination, and no further O–E conversion is re-
quired during routing. Local communication takes
place when both the source and destination PE’s are
in the same hierarchical group H~1, g!, where, from
Fig. 1, 1 # g # 18. By contrast, remote communi-
cation takes place when the source and destination
PE’s are in different hierarchical groups. We have
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a HORN~4, 3!. PE’s are indicated by the black-filled circles and switching nodes are indicated by the gray-filled
circles. All hierarchical groups are labeled with the notation H~n, g!, where n identifies the hierarchy and g identifies a unique group at
hierarchy n.
separated local and remote communications from one
another to provide a more efficient implementation
for both types of communication. Local communica-
tion employs the inner ring and remote communica-
tion employs the outer ring of a HORN, as shown in
Fig. 1. Switching nodes, therefore, are not used for
local communication but are used in remote commu-
nication. Efficient implementation of local and re-
mote communications is accomplished through the
novel wavelength assignment, which is discussed in
Subsection 2.B.

B. Optical Wavelength Assignment for the Hierarchical
Optical Ring Interconnection

Assigning a unique wavelength to all PE’s would be
an ideal solution for packet routing because it would
make routing a trivial task. However, there is a
limited number of available wavelengths, restricting
the interconnection size.15,16 The number of wave-
lengths available determines the number of logical
channels that is supported by a single line of the
interconnection. Although this number may be
large when considered from an information-capacity
point of view, it may not be large enough to support
the number of PE’s needed for a massively parallel
architecture. One method of overcoming this limi-
tation is to reuse wavelengths. We reuse wave-
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lengths in a HORN by allowing those used in local
communication to be reused in remote communica-
tion.
The number of wavelengths employed for local

communication has to equal the maximum number of
PE’s located in the rings of the first hierarchy of the
HORN ~N1!:

N1 5 Max@uH~1, i!u ; i#. (1)

Figure 1 shows an example of the wavelength assign-
ment of the H~1, 8! group. The wavelengths indi-
cated next to each PE correspond to the wavelength
that each PE receives. This same wavelength as-
signment applies to all rings located in the H~1! hi-
erarchy.
An ideal wavelength assignment for remote com-

munication would be one such that a unique wave-
length is assigned to all distinct rings of the HORN.
Figure 2 shows an example of such a wavelength
assignment for the setup of Fig. 1. Notice that the
wavelength assignment for local communication is
also shown for completeness. Remote communica-
tion takes place with a source PE sending data
packets on the assigned wavelength to the
destination-PE ring. For example, PE’s wanting
to send to group H~1, 12! do so by sending on l12,
with all PE’s in this ring consuming the packet.



Fig. 2. Wavelength assignment in which there are 22 wavelengths available for remote communications. All rings of all hierarchies are
assigned a unique wavelength. The local wavelength assignment for the H~1, 11! ring is shown with all other H~1! rings assigned in the
same manner.
PE’s, therefore, receive packets sent on the wave-
length assigned to their ring as well as on the wave-
lengths assigned to higher-level rings. For
example, PE’s located in H~1, 1! receive packets
sent on l1, l19, and l22 ~Fig. 2!. Consequently,
multicast and broadcast capabilities are very nat-
urally handled in the HORN. PE’s wanting to
multicast to groups H~1, 7!, H~1, 8!, H~1, 9!, H~1,
10!, H~1, 11!, and H~1, 12! do so by sending on l20,
and PE’s wanting to broadcast to all PE’s do so by
sending on l22.
Through this wavelength assignment we basically

have physically separated local and remote commu-
nications from one another. The primary reason for
doing this in the HORN was to allow for simulta-
neous local and remote communications.
All PE’s consist of a number of fixed, tuned re-

ceivers that correspond directly to the number of
wavelengths they receive on. If we assume the
wavelength assignment shown in Fig. 2, each PE is
assigned one wavelength for local communication
and h wavelengths for remote communication.
Consequently, h 1 1 receivers are required for each
PE. The number of wavelengths on which each
PE receives is a small subset of the total number
of available wavelengths in the HORN. For
the wavelength assignment of Fig. 2 it is equal to
18%.
C. Message Routing in the Hierarchical Optical Ring
Interconnection

The design of an interconnection network must per-
mit efficient routing. PE’s must be able, at any point
in time, to establish a route to an intended destina-
tion. The interconnections need each of the PE’s to
communicate with the intended destinations. That
this communication be established is an essential
parameter in the design of the interconnection. In a
HORN, PE’s communicate with destination nodes
through either local or remote communication.
One of the novel features of the HORN routing

protocol is the separation of local and remote commu-
nications. By the physical separation of the two pro-
tocols, the routing paths do not coincide with one
another, as shown in Fig. 1.
Local communication takes place when both the

source and destination PE’s are in the same hierar-
chical group: H~1, a!source 5 H~1, b!destination, where
a 5 b. The source PE tunes its transmitter to the
preassigned wavelength of the destination PE and
transmits. The destination PE subsequently con-
sumes the packet. Moreover, a simple WDMA con-
cept is employed, and a diameter of 1 is achieved for
local communication.
Remote communication takes place when the

source and destination PE’s are not in the same hi-
erarchical group: H~1, a!source Þ H~1, b!destination,
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Table 1. Routing Table for the Example AOTF Configuration Shown in Fig. 1

Routing from
Switching Node Wavelengths

Routing to
Routing from
Switching Node Wavelengths

Routing to

Switching Node Group Switching Node Group

~a! l2–l18, l20, l21 ~t!
l1 H~1, 1!

l19, l22 ~t! H~1, 1!

~b! l1, l3–l18, l20, l21 ~a!
l2 H~1, 2!

l19, l22 ~a! H~1, 2!

~c! l1–l2, l4–l18, l20, l21 ~b!
l3 H~1, 3!

l19, l22 ~b! H~1, 3!

~d! l1–l3, l5–l18, l20, l21 ~c!
l4 H~1, 4!

l19, l22 ~c! H~1, 4!

~e! l1–l4, l6–l18, l20, l21 ~d!
l5 H~1, 5!

l19, l22 ~d! H~1, 5!

~f! l1–l5, l7–l18, l20, l21 ~e!
l6 H~1, 6!

l19, l22 ~e! H~1, 6!

~g! l1–l6, l8–l19, l21 ~u!
l7 H~1, 7!

l20, l22 ~u! H~1, 7!

~h! l1–l7, l9–l19, l21 ~g!
l8 H~1, 8!

l20, l22 ~g! H~1, 8!

~i! l1–l8, l10–l19, l21 ~h!
l9 H~1, 9!

l20, l22 ~h! H~1, 9!

~j! l1–l9, l11–l19, l21 ~i!
l10 H~1, 10!

l20, l22 ~i! H~1, 10!

~k! l1–l10, l12–l19, l21 ~j!
l11 H~1, 11!

l20, l22 ~j! H~1, 11!

~l! l1–l11, l13–l19, l21 ~k!
l12 H~1, 12!

l20, l22 ~k! H~1, 12!

~m! l1–l12, l14–l20 ~s!
l13 H~1, 13!

l21, l22 ~s! H~1, 13!

~n! l1–l13, l15–l20 ~m!
l14 H~1, 14!

l21, l22 ~m! H~1, 14!

~o! l1–l14, l16–l20 ~n!
l15 H~1, 15!

l21, l22 ~n! H~1, 15!

~p! l1–l15, l17–l20 ~o!
l16 H~1, 16!

l21, l22 ~o! H~1, 16!

~q! l1–l16, l18–l20 ~p!
l17 H~1, 17!

l21, l22 ~p! H~1, 17!

~r! l1–l17, l19–l20 ~q!
l18 H~1, 18!

l21, l22 ~q! H~1, 18!

~s! l1–l12, l19, l20 ~u!
l13–l18, l21 ~r!

l22
~r! and ~u!

~t! l7–l18, l20, l21 ~s!
l1–l6, l19 ~f!

l22
~f! and ~s!

~u! l1–l6, l13–l18, l19,
l21

~t!

l7–l12, l20 ~l!
l22 ~l! and ~t!
where a Þ b. The key to the routing used in remote
communication is the use of acousto-optic tunable
filters ~AOTF’s!,20,21 located in the switching nodes,
that are able to route on individual wavelengths.
AOTF’s, therefore, can be thought of as optical
switches. ~A detailed description of components is
provided in Section 4.! We achieve the configuration
of the AOTF to a given routing algorithm by sending
an appropriate acoustic wave. Once the AOTF is
configured, optical packets experience no delay other
than the propagation delay through the acousto-optic
cell. Thus, AOTF’s are able to operate as transpar-
ent optical switches. A more detailed description of
AOTF’s is given in Subsection 4.B.
Table 1 lists an example configuration of the

AOTF’s for the HORN shown in Fig. 1, with the as-
sumption of the wavelength assignment of Fig. 2.
Table 1 consists of three main columns, with the first
(fourth) column identifying all AOTF’s located in the
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switching nodes, the second (fifth) column identifying
the wavelengths that need to be routed, and the third
(sixth) column identifying where the wavelengths are
routed by listing the hierarchical group, switching
node, or some combination of the two. AOTF’s do
not require packets to go through O–E and E–O con-
verters during routing. No intermediate processing
of data packets during routing takes place, resulting
in a hierarchical interconnection network with a
unity diameter.
Figure 3 shows how a source PE located in ring

H~1, 7! sends to a destination PE located in ring H~1,
6!, under the assumption that the values from Table
1 were used to configure the AOTF’s. Packets al-
ways travel in a counterclockwise direction in any
given ring. The source PE initiates the transfer by
sending on the wavelength assigned to the destina-
tion PE, l6. Subsequently, the packet travels
through switching nodes ~g!, ~u!, ~t!, and ~f !, indicated



as steps 1 through 4 in Fig. 3. Finally, the AOTF of
switching node ~f ! sends the packet to all the PE’s of
group H~1, 6! ~shown as step 5!, completing the rout-
ing. The routing protocol in theHORN is robust and
can survive link failures. Remnants of signals that
have already propagated around a closed loop die off,
as is further discussed in Section 4.

D. Fault Tolerance of the Hierarchical Optical Ring
Interconnection

The self-healing properties of dual rings22 can be used
to achieve fault tolerance in the HORN. Figure 4~a!
shows normal operation, with only the primary ring
being utilized for communications. Figure 4~b!
shows what happens when a link in a hierarchical
group breaks. The ring wraps in on itself, with the
primary and backup rings now both being utilized for
communications. Consequently, the HORN is capa-
ble of withstanding single-link failures without any
loss of communication channels. The failure of two
or more links in a single hierarchical group, however,
does isolate parts of the group from other parts. For

Fig. 3. Steps employed to route a packet from the source PE to the
destination PE. Packets always travel in a counterclockwise di-
rection.
example, Fig. 4~c! shows what happens when two
links in a hierarchical group break; two independent
rings are produced. Because parts of the intercon-
nect are physically isolated from one another, com-
munications between the two isolated parts can no
longer occur.

E. Multiple-Access Protocols

The HORN requires a multiple-access protocol to
prevent packets of the same wavelength from col-
liding with one another. Examples of multiple-
access protocols include carrier-sense multiple
access ~CSMA!, carrier-sense multiple access with
collision detection ~CSMAyCD!, ALOHA, slotted
ALOHA, time-division multiple access ~TDMA!,
and arbitration.23 (The ALOHA protocals, so
named because of the Hawaiian greeting, were de-
veloped at the University of Hawaii and are a
contention-resolution system for networks.) Vari-
ations of the HORN are manifested through
changes in multiple-access protocols. In this pa-
per, and because of page limitations, we discuss
only the HORN TDMA as an example of a multiple-
access protocol.
TDMA with WDMA is a very powerful means of

sharing the enormous bandwidth ~terahertz range!
of optics. Time slots are assigned to each of the
individual wavelengths, providing two-dimensional
sharing of the terahertz bandwidth among multiple
users. A fixed time slot is assigned to each PE such
that PE’s send only during their preassigned time
slot. It is a cyclic process in which PE’s wait for
materialization of the time slot for transmission
after previous materializations of the time slots are
completed.
Two time-slot-assignment protocols, which are

completely independent of one another, are employed
in the HORN to provide for a more efficient imple-
mentation of TDMA. PE’s can choose to use either
one or both. One time-slot protocol is utilized for
local communication, whereas the other protocol is
utilized for remote communication. Therefore, it is
possible for a PE to send information using remote
communication and to send local communication at
Fig. 4. Fault-tolerance aspects shown for the rings of the upper hierarchies of the HORN: ~a! Normal operation of the ring during which
only the primary ring is being utilized. ~b! Operation when a link in a ring breaks. The ring wraps in on itself, with the primary and
remote rings now both utilized. ~c! Operation when two links in a ring breaks such that two separate rings are produced.
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Fig. 5. Time-slot allocation for local communication. The vertical axis shows the wavelengths and the horizontal axis shows the time
slots. One time cycle is shown. During one cycle each PE can send on all wavelengths. TS, time slot; P, PE.
the same time if both time slots are active. This is
the advantage of having two independent time-slot
protocols over one.
Figure 5 shows the time-slot-assignment protocol

employed for local communication for the H~1, 1!
ring of Fig. 1. The vertical axis shows the wave-
lengths employed for local communication, and the
horizontal axis shows the time scale. The time-
slot assignment is constructed to allow each PE a
chance to send on each of the available wavelengths
for local communication in one cycle. This scheme
was originally proposed by Dowd et al.15 for the flat
hierarchical architecture interconnection network.
The number of communication channels required
for the interconnection is independent of the num-
ber of PE’s. Each PE has a chance to send on all
wavelength channels in one cycle. This time-slot
assignment guarantees a strictly nonblocking con-
figuration because it is inherent in the TDMA pro-
tocol.
Figure 6 shows the time-slot-assignment protocol

employed for remote communication. The vertical
axis once again lists the wavelengths available for
remote communication, and the horizontal axis
shows the time scale. It is exactly the same pro-
tocol as was employed for local communication but
incorporates all PE’s of the HORN interconnection.
N identifies the number of a PE, and k identifies the
number of wavelengths used for remote communi-
cation. For example, for the HORN interconnec-
tion of Fig. 1, N would be equal to 234 and k would
equal 22. Each PE, once again, has a chance to
send on all wavelengths in one cycle, hence a
strictly nonblocking configuration. Both Figs. 5
and 6 show one time cycle, with other cycles occur-
ring in a round-robin cyclic process as time slots
Fig. 6. Time-slot allocation for remote communication. The vertical axis shows the wavelengths and the horizontal axis shows the time
slots. One time cycle is shown. During one cycle each PE can send on all wavelengths.
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progress. One way to allow PE’s to send more
packets in a given time cycle is to increase the
number of wavelengths. For example, if we again
look at Fig. 6 and increase the number of wave-
lengths from k to 2k, each PE would now able to
send to 2k PE’s in one cycle instead of sending to k
PE’s.

3. Scalability Issues of the Hierarchical Optical Ring
Interconnection

In this section we discuss size-scalability, cost-
scalability, and optical-scalability issues for the
HORN interconnection architecture. Communica-
tion is also analyzed for some common basic patterns
of interprocessor communications that are frequently
used in a variety of parallel algorithms. Size scal-
ability refers to the property that the size of the net-
work ~e.g., the number of PE’s! can be increased with
minor or no changes made to the existing configura-
tion. Also, the increase in system size is expected to
result in a proportional increase in performance.
Cost scalability is measured in terms of the hardware
required. For a system to be considered cost scal-
able, the number of physical hardware components
should not grow faster thanO~N2!. The optical scal-
ability refers to power-loss and dynamic-range cal-
culations of a single ring. For the HORN
interconnection, power-loss and dynamic-range cal-
culations are simplified because packets are regener-
ated as they progress up and down the hierarchies.
These calculations for the HORN, therefore, degen-
erate to those of a single ring. Complexity scalabil-
ity refers to cases in which performance does not keep
up with the complexity of the interconnection as the
number of processing nodes increases. These issues
are detailed below.

A. Size Scalability

The overall HORN interconnection structure result-
ing from the composition of groups H~n, g! can be
enlarged modularly to construct H~n 1 1, g! groups
according to the following two approaches. The first
is to make H~n, g! a hierarchy of level n, with H~n 1
1, g! becoming a new structure created by the addi-
tion toH~n, g! of the number of groups needed to build
the next level of the hierarchy. This construction
enlarges the hierarchical interconnection in a uni-
form and regular manner, with no changes made to
existing H~n, g! groups. When new hierarchies are
formed, AOTF’s have to be reconfigured to reflect
changes in the HORN topology. The second ap-
proach, to be used when incremental growth is de-
sired, is to add new PE’s to existing H~1! groups.
The maximum number of PE’s that can exist in an
H~1! group is limited to the number of wavelengths
~a! available for maintaining local communication.
Reconfiguration of the AOTF’s, however, is not re-
quired for incremental growth because the HORN
topology at the macro level does not change. For
both expansions, neither the number of links nor the
node degree of existing PE’s or switching nodes
changes.
The increase in size is reflected by a proportional
increase in communication channels. The number
of communication channels ~L! available for local
communication is equal to

L 5 N. (2)

This relation is a direct consequence of the require-
ment of assigning a unique wavelength to all PE’s in
the H~1! rings, as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 also
shows the number of communication channels avail-
able for local communications for the H~1, 11! ring.
A local-communication channel ~i.e., a unique l! is
available to all PE’s at all times, as shown in Fig. 5.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that an increase in the
number of PE’s in theHORN results in a proportional
increase in communication channels.

B. Cost Scalability

For a system to be considered cost scalable, the cost
should be less than O~N2!. By this measure, a full
crossbar is not considered cost scalable. Beyond
that, a systemmay scale better or worse than another
regarding cost. This subsection evaluates the cost
complexity of the HORN, which is related to the num-
ber of transmitters, receivers, AOTF’s, passive cou-
plers, taps, and fiber links required as the number of
PE’s increases. Table 2 lists these physical compo-
nents, withN specifying the number of PE’s and uH~i,
j!u specifying the total number of nodes, whether they
are PE’s or switching nodes, of the jth group at hier-
archy i. The first three rows of Table 2 describe the
overall PE complexity, whereas the remaining rows
represent the switching-node complexity.
Amathematical expression was derived by Dowd et

al.15 that can be used in calculating the number of
nodes at a given hierarchy of a given hierarchical
interconnection. This expression can be used in cal-
culating the number of switching nodes S in the
HORN:

S 5 NH 1
uH~1, 1!u

1
1

uH~1, 1!iH~2, 1!u
1 · · · 1

1
NJ . (3)

The number of switching nodes is necessarily lower
than @2NyuH~1, 1!#, and the number of fiber links is

Table 2. Cost Scalability Expressions for Components of the HORNa

Component HORN

Transmitters ~tunable! N
Fixed, tuned receivers N p h 1 1
Tap 2N

AOTF (
i52

h

uH~i, j!u

Fiber links 2 (
i51

h

uH~i, j!u

Passive couplers (
i51

h

uH~i, j!u

aN is the number of PE’s; h identifies the number of hierarchies;
u~H~i, j!u refers to the number of PE’s or switching nodes at the jth
group at hierarchy i.
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necessarily lower than $4N 1 8@2NyuH~1, 1!#% for an
arbitrarily large number of hierarchical levels.
The numbers 4 and 8 correspond to the node degree
of the processing and switching nodes, respectively.
By looking at Table 2 and looking at the limit ex-
pressions for the switching nodes and fiber links, we
were able to conclude that the HORN can be clas-
sified as being of O~N! in terms of cost complexity.
This level is due to the simple node interfaces and
interring connections that hierarchical rings pro-
vide. Cost expressions for the HORN are rather
small when compared with other conventional net-
works.19

C. Optical Scalability of the Hierarchical Optical Ring
Interconnection

Two important parameters for optical scalability are
the power loss and dynamic range of the received
signals. The above two parameters can limit the
size of an interconnection network.5 In the HORN,
however, both calculations degenerate to those of a
single ring, as discussed in Section 3. Power loss in
the HORN is defined as any loss associated with a
ring, such as coupling losses from the fiber to a node,
coupling losses from a node to a fiber, connector-
insertion losses, and fiber-attenuation losses. The
dynamic range for a receiver is defined as the maxi-
mum received power to the minimum received pow-
er.22,24 A receiver in the HORN receives various
signals from different processing nodes on the same
network, on grounds that are strictly dependent on
the location of the source and destination nodes.
This situation is important because receivers only
receive signals within a narrow dynamic range.
More quantitative discussions on power-loss and
dynamic-range calculations for the HORN are given
below.
Let us assume for a ring in the HORN that the

power coupling from the bus to a node is x ~0 , x , 1!
and a is the coupling loss of the tap ~further discussed
in Section 4!. Coupling losses in the tap for N nodes
can be defined as

10 log10SPin

Pout
D 5 aN, (4)

where Pin is the power transmitted by the source PE
and Pout is the power received by the destination PE.
Solving for PoutyPin yields 102aNy10. Therefore, the
ratio of the output power to the input power, with the
assumption of two nodes to a ring, equals ~1 2
x!102ay10, where the extra term 12 x accounts for the
coupling loss from the bus to a node. For N nodes
the ratio of the output power to the input power is
equal to

hring 5 x2~1 2 x!N22102aNy10

5 10~N 2 2! log10~1 2 x!

1 20 log10 x 2 aN @decibels# . (5)
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in decibels. If we take the derivative with respect to
x and maximize hring we get

xoptimum <
2
N
. (6)

Combining Eq. ~5! and expression ~6! yields

hring,optimum <
1
e2 S2ND

2

102aNy10

5 2@2.6 1 6 log2 N 1 aN#@decibels#.
(7)

The power budget for the HORN can subsequently be
calculated by use of hring,optimum. The power budget
for the HORN must ensure that enough power will
reach the receiver for reliable performance during the
entire system lifetime. The power budget must also
incorporate all losses in the system. Therefore, the
power budget in the HORN is related to hring,optimum
by the following equation:

Power Budget 5 Ptx@decibels# 2 Pmin@decibels#

. @2.6 1 6 log2 N 1 aN#@decibels# 5 hring,optimum, (8)

where Ptx specifies the transmission power and Pmin
specifies the minimum required receiving power.
Figure 7 shows a graph of minimum power-budget
values ~in decibels! for different values of N, if we
assume a is equal to 1 dB.
In the HORN the maximum received signal occurs

when the source and destination PE’s are located
counterclockwise of each other, respectively. The
maximum received power is

Pmax 5 P0x
21022ay10, (9)

where P0 is the transmission power. If, on the other
hand, the source and destination PE’s are located
clockwise in relation to each other, the minimum re-
ceived power is

Pmin 5 P0x
2~1 2 x!N22102Nay10. (10)

Fig. 7. Graph of theminimum power budget required for different
numbers of processing nodes in a ring.



The dynamic range DR is then PmaxyPmin:

DR 5
10~N22!ay10

~1 2 x!N22

5 ~N 2 2!@210 log10~1 2 x! 1 a#@decibels#. (11)

Figure 8 shows plots for different numbers of process-
ing nodes in a ring at different values of x.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the HORN imple-

mentation we have calculated the total power losses
for our proposed system, as shown in Fig. 1. We
assume a 1-dB loss occurs from the insertion of the
laser signal into the fiber and a 1-dB loss occurs at the
detector. Furthermore, the fiber is assumed to be at
most 1 m in length at a mean operating wavelength
of 960 nm. At this wavelength the fiber has an at-
tenuation of 3.5 dBykm. Thus the fiber loss for the
system is 0.0035 dB. Assuming that there are 16
PE’s in a ring further equates to a power loss of
approximately 43 dB ~Fig. 7!. Therefore, the total
power losses from the input laser diode to the output
photodiode is calculated to be approximately 45 dB.
For a laser diode ~NEC, Model NDL7513P1!,25 oper-
ating at 110 mW and a InGaAs photodiode ~NEC,
Model NDL5461PyP1! that can receive at 10 mW, a
power budget of approximately 80 dB is attained.
Consequently, this is well within our power-loss re-
quirements for even 16 nodes to a ring.

D. Communication Delay

Communication delay is defined as the time required
to complete a given communication operation.
There are some common patterns of interprocessor
communications that are frequently employed as
building blocks in a variety of parallel algorithms.26
Proper implementation of these basic communication
operations is key to the efficient execution of the par-
allel algorithms that use them. Some of these basic
communication operations are as follows: one-to-all
broadcasting, all-to-all broadcasting, single-node ac-
cumulation, and one-to-all personalized communica-
tion. In this subsection, we discuss these operations
with respect to the HORN.

Fig. 8. Graph of the dynamic range plotted versus the processing
nodes for different values of the power-coupling loss from the bus
to a node ~x!.
A one-to-all broadcast takes place when a single PE
sends identical data to all other PE’s. Initially, only
the source PE has the data of size X that need to be
broadcast. After the broadcast there are N 2 1 cop-
ies of the initial data, one copy residing at each PE.
In the HORN a single communication channel is all
that is required for one-to-all broadcasting ~e.g., l22
for the wavelength assignment of Fig. 2!. The
HORN TDMA accomplishes one-to-all broadcasting
with the source PE acquiring the wavelength as-
signed to the highest-level ring. The delay required
for a one-to-all broadcast in the HORN TDMA is

T~one-to-all!TDMA # TC, (12)

where TC is the duration of a TDMA time cycle,

TC 5 N p Ds. (13)

Here, N corresponds to the number of PE’s in the
system and Ds is the time duration of a single TDMA
time slot. The less than or equal to sign in relation
~12! reflects the fact that the time slot required to
obtain the broadcast channel can occur anywhere in
TC. Therefore, the average delay is equal to

T~one-to-all!TDMA 5
TC

2
. (14)

All-to-all broadcasting ~multinode broadcast! is a
generalization of a one-to-all broadcast in which all
PE’s simultaneously initiate a broadcast. A PE dis-
patches the same packet to every other PE, but
different PE’s may broadcast different packets.
Single-node accumulation is when a single PE accu-
mulates packets from every other PE such that the
packets accumulated can be composed of different
information. This operation is dual to one-to-all
broadcasting. One-to-all personalized communica-
tion ~or single-node scatter! is when a single PE sends
a unique packet to every other PE, and it occurs when
a PE wants to send a personalized message to each
PE. Consequently, for these types of communica-
tions, multiple PE’s must obtain a single communi-
cation channel ~e.g., all-to-all broadcasting and
single-node accumulation! or a single PEmust obtain
multiple communication channels ~e.g., one-to-all
personalized communication!. Thus, the HORN re-
quires N communication channels to satisfy each of
these operations. This requirement is unlike a one-
to-all broadcast in which a source PE requires a sin-
gle communication channel. The communication
delay, therefore, for the HORN TDMA is

TTDMA 5 TC. (15)

The equal sign of Eq. ~15! reflects the fact that one
entire time cycle TC is required to obtain all the com-
munication channels, unlike for relation ~12!.
One-to-all broadcasting, all-to-all broadcasting,

single-node accumulation, and one-to-all personal-
ized communication all map very efficiently into the
HORN architecture. Broadcasts in the HORN re-
quire a single communication channel, as shown in
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Subsection 2.B. Consequently, a one-to-all broad-
cast requires one communication channel, whereas
the other operations require N communication chan-
nels. This is in fact the minimum number of com-
munication channels required to satisfy these
respective communication operations.26
However, these operations do not occur in isolation

from one another, and multiple-access delay ~flow-
control delay! must also be taken into account.
Equations ~14! and ~15! give an indication of the
multiple-access delay for the respective communica-
tion operations for both theHORNTDMAandHORN
arbitration. Plots given in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! show
the impact of the variation of multiple-access param-
eters on communication delay.
Figure 9~a! shows the graph of communication de-

lay versus the number of PE’sN in a one-to-all broad-
cast for the HORN TDMAwith a variation in Ds. As
the time slots ~Ds! get smaller, the communication
delay decreases and the capacity of the interconnec-
tion increases. Figure 9~b! shows the graph of com-
munication delay versus the number of PE’s N in an
all-to-all broadcast, a single-node accumulation, and
a one-to-all personalized communication. An entire
TC is required to fulfill these communication opera-

Fig. 9. Graphs for one-to-all broadcasting, all-to-all broadcasting,
single-node accumulation, and one-to-all personalized communica-
tion. ~a! Graph of the communication delay plotted versus N
~number of processing nodes! for a variety of Ds ~the time duration
of a single time slot! in a one-to-all broadcast for the HORNTDMA.
~b! Graph of the communication delay plotted versus N for a vari-
ety of Ds in an all-to-all broadcast, a single-node accumulation, and
a one-to-all personalized communication for the HORN TDMA.
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tions, as is reflected by the equal sign in Eq. ~15!.
Three cases of varying Ds are considered. A reduc-
tion in Ds leads to a reduction in communication de-
lay.
We accomplish improving the system performance

~lowering communication delay! by choosing system
parameters ~multiple-access parameters! properly.
Small time slots Ds lead to a reduction in communi-
cation delay. Lowering these system parameters re-
sults in an improvement in performance ~reduction of
communication delay! as a result of the increase in
spatial reuse of the communication channels.

4. Optical Implementation of the Hierarchical Optical
Ring Interconnection

Figures 10~a! and ~b! show block diagrams of the
composition of the processing and switching nodes of
the HORN, respectively. The processing node @Fig.
10~a!# consists of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier
~EDFA!, tap ~passive coupler!, receiver, transmitter,
and a second, nontap, passive coupler. EDFA’s, rep-
resented by dotted lines in Fig. 10, are optional com-
ponents for the processing nodes. EDFA’s are
required only if the power-budget calculations of a
ring are not met, as discussed in Subsection 3.C.
The tap is used to splice the signal from the ring to
the receiver, where it can be detected depending on
the wavelength of the signal and the wavelength that
the receiver is tuned to. The use of EDFA’s and taps
for a ring was originally proposed in Ref. 27. The
switching node shown in Fig. 10~b! consists of a pas-
sive coupler, EDFA, and AOTF. AOTF’s are optical
switches that can route on individual wavelengths.
The top ring in Fig. 10~a! is used for local commu-

nication, and the bottom ring is used for remote com-
munication. All rings of the HORN are

Fig. 10. Electro-optical components of the HORN: ~a! Composi-
tion of a PE. The label Rx’s represents an array of fixed, tuned
receivers, and the label Tx represents a single tunable transmitter.
EDFA’s are shownwithin dotted lines because they need to be used
only if the power budget calculations of a single ring are not met.
~b! Composition of a switching node.



implemented by use of a simple buslike topology.
We have chosen to use a buslike topology that em-
ploys taps instead of star couplers because of the
splitting losses of star couplers. If there are a lot of
hierarchies in the HORN, a packet will need to tra-
verse all the way up in the hierarchy and then all the
way down in the hierarchy in the worst case, which
can have significant splitting losses. EDFA’s cannot
be used to amplify split signals produced from star
couplers.5 The Rx’s shown in Fig. 10 are an array of
fixed, tuned receivers used for receiving packets from
both local and remote transmissions. Consequently,
setting up the receivers in this manner allows the
HORN to receive simultaneously from both local and
remote communications. The transmitter ~Tx! is
connected to a passive coupler that is able to switch
between the local and remote rings, depending on the
communication required. This passive coupler can
basically be implemented by an optical switch that is
set depending on whether local or remote communi-
cation is desired by the PE.
The AOTF shown in Fig. 10~b! is used to route on

individual wavelengths. A packet is either routed to
the hierarchy i 1 1 ring or the hierarchy i ring. The
AOTF is an electronically tuned optical filter that
operates on the principle of acousto-optic diffraction.
One salient reason for using an AOTF is its electronic
control, which requires no optical processing. All
AOTF’s are initially configured, i.e., see Table 1, and
no further reconfigurations are required. Other fea-
tures that make AOTF’s ideal for interconnection
networks are their electronic tuning with a fast scan
rate and wide tuning range without secondary pass-
bands, allowing it to route on multiple wave-
lengths.20,21 Moreover, the combined capabilities of
a wide tuning range and relatively large throughput
of acousto-optic tunable filters make them favorable
for the HORN interconnection. Because of page lim-
itations we defer a detailed description of the optical
implementation of the proposed HORN architecture
to a subsequent paper.

5. Conclusion

We have put forward in this paper an optical hierar-
chal interconnection topology, the HORN, that is
scalable and has a diameter of 1. Routing is effi-
ciently implemented for both local and remote com-
munications by virtue of wavelength reusability.
Furthermore, fault tolerance and nonblocking rout-
ing are other characteristics that have been shown
for the HORN. We have conducted a detailed scal-
ability analysis for the HORN interconnection to
show the potentiality of its use for multiprocessors
and massively parallel systems. Finally, we have
presented an optical design methodology for the pro-
posed network and shown that the architecture is
highly amenable to optical implementation. The
physical components required are tunable transmit-
ters, fixed tuned receivers, EDFA’s, and passive cou-
plers. We have shown the feasibility of these
components as it relates to the HORN interconnec-
tion. Consequently, simple and cost-efficient optical
implementation of the proposed network with exist-
ing optical hardware is possible.
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